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ABSTRACT
We give an example of a positive semigroup on a Banach latt ice whose semigroup dual is not
a Banach lattice.
THE SETTING
Let A be the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup (T(t))t~O on a
Banach space X. It is well known that the adjoint semigroup (T*(t))t~O on the
dual Banach space X * is no longer strongly continuous in general. In order to
stay in the class of strongly continuous semigroups one restricts (T*(t»t~O to
the (closed) subspace X 0 of X* on which the mapping t ..... T*(t) is strongly
continuous. Thus
X0: ={X*EX*: IIT*(t)x*-x*II-+O as t-+O}.
Furthermore we denote by T 0(t) the restriction of T*(t) to X0. By con-
struction, (T0(t))t~O is a strongly continuous semigroup on the Banach
space X 0.
One could as well start with the operator A and compute its adjoint A * on
X *. Then it turns out that X 0 can be obtained as
which gives a convenient tool for computations. It turns out that the generator
A 0 of (T0(t»t~O is the part of A * in X 0, i.e.,
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and A ~~'x(~ : = A *x 8 for all xC·) E D(A C;;).
The semigroup dual X8 and the semigroup (T(')(t»{~Owere first introduced
by Hille, Phillips [3]. Recently the theory of these so called sun-dual semigroups
(T~')(t»{~O has been developed systematically by Clement, Diekmann, Gyllen-
berg, Heijmans, Thieme [2, I-IV].
In [2, IV] some special attention is paid towards the question of positivity and
irreducibility of sun-dual semigroups, since these properties are a crucial pre-
requisite in order to use Perron-Frobenius type results (from [4]) to determine
the asymptotic behavior of the semigroup and the solutions of the associated
Cauchy problem. To that purpose we start with a Banach lattice X with positive
cone X +. Then it is well known (see (6) and [7]) that X * is again a Banach
lattice with positive cone
X~: = {X*EX*: (x,x*) ~o for all XEX +}.
Now let (T(t»{~O be a positive strongly continuous semigroup on X and let
X G) be the semigroup dual of X with respect to (T(t»{~o. Furthermore we set
X~) : = X: nx0. Then XC·) with positive cone Xep is an ordered Banach
space. In [2, IV) the question was raised whether X~) is already a Banach
lattice. This happens to be true in all concrete cases studied so far. For examples
we refer to Amann [I] where elliptic boundary value problems are treated and
to Clement et al. [2, I) where population equations and delay equations are
discussed. The only available abstract result is for positive groups, i.e., semi-
groups of lattice isomorphisms (see [2, IV, Cor. 7.7]).
In this note we construct a simple counterexample in the class of operator
matrices with non-diagonal domain (see (5) for a detailed discussion) which
shows that the semigroup dual with respect to a positive semigroup on a Banach
lattice is not always a Banach lattice.
THE EXAMPLE
Let X: =L1[O,I)xL1[O,1] with norm II(j,g)llx: =UIII+~g~1 for 1.gE
L 1[0, 1]. We consider the operator
JlI: = (d/dX 0)
° d/dx
with domain
D(,J1') = \(1) EX: 1. g absolutely continuous and (1(1») = B(1(0»)1 ,l g g(l) g(O) )
where B = (bi)j ~ 1,2 is a real 2 X 2 matrix with positive entries. Then JlI generates
j= 1,2
a positive strongly continuous semigroup on X.
We identify X * with L ""[0,1) xL ""[0,1], where II(cp, 1/1)11 x' = sup <II cpll ce 111/111",,)
for cp, 1/1 E L ""[0, 1) and the duality between L I[0, 1] X L I[0, 1] and L ""[0,1) X
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L 00[0, 1] is given by «j, g), (cp, 1/1» : = (J, cp) + (g, 1/1). One easily computes
that
D(A *) = [( CP) EX * : cp, 1/1 Lipschitz continuous and (CP(O») = B1( cp( 1))1.
1/1 1/1(0) 1/1(1) j
(Here B1 denotes the adjoint matrix of B.) ( 0) )
Now X0 = D(.d *} Since the "boundary condition" cp() = B1( cP(1) is
continuous for the sup-norm, we have 1/1(0) 1/1(1)
X0 = [(CP) EC[O, 1] xC[O, 1]: (CP(O») =B1( CP(1 ») I .
1/1 1/1(0) 1/1(1) j
Obviously X0 is a sublattice of C[O, 1] X C[O, 1] (hence of X *) if and only if
B is a lattice homomorphism from 1R 2 into 1R 2• This is the case if and only if
B is a (positive) diagonal or off-diagonal matrix.
Still X8 could be a Banach lattice with respect to its own ordering. Thus
assume that for some xC·) : = (::) E X0
IX8Is: =inf [(:)EX:: ±(::)~(:)}
exists in XC;). Since the defining condition of X0 refers only to the boundary
points of [0,1] it follows by a simple extension argument for continuous
functions that Ix0b = ix8 1 * = ( 1CPo I, ). Therefore X0 is a Banach lattice if
11/101
and only if it is a sublattice of C[O, 1] x C[O, 1].
Hence in conclusion we state that for "most" B the above semigroup dual
is not a Banach lattice.
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